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a b s t r a c t
Users invent new products and product categories, but the assumption has been that manufacturers will
supplant users if their innovation is of value to many. The current paper examines Russian all terrain
vehicles “karakats” to discuss a case of an era of extended user dominated technology and the related
dynamics of dispersed peer-innovation. Karakat users have invented, modiﬁed, diversiﬁed and iterated
this technology, as well as continued to self-build and self-maintain it. These vehicles are wide spread,
have half a century of history and hundreds of design variants. Despite this, manufacturers have captured
only a small subsection of the karakat market, albeit they have established new markets based on karakat
principles. We ﬁnd that the combinatory effect of previously known dynamics in user innovation research
and science and technology studies offers a plausible explanation for the user dominance and dispersed
peer innovation pattern, and manufacturers’ failure to conquer the market.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
That users innovate new products and product categories is well
known, but it has been assumed that manufacturers will come to
dominate production and innovation in user initiated technology
domains once they mature (Knight, 1963; Riggs and von Hippel,
1994; Baldwin et al., 2006). In this paper we examine how dispersed
users have been able to innovate a new class of complex physical
technology, an ecologically sound all terrain vehicle “karakat”,1 and
create hundreds of design variants of this technology. After a half a
century and two waves of commercialization attempts, users still
dominate all aspects of this original technology domain. Manufacturers have built on users work in new heavier vehicle categories
and have come to dominate the new markets that have emerged.

∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Design, Aalto University, Finland.
E-mail address: sampsa.hyysalo@aalto.ﬁ (S. Hyysalo).
1
The design has a variety of names; the formal is ‘snegobolotokhod na pnevmatikakh’ (a vehicle for snowy and/or swampy terrain on low-pressure tyres).
‘Karakat’ is the most common naming, however (Nikitin 2009, ‘Pozhva Jeeps’ 2009,
Ksenofontov and Shapiro 2004, MK 1984/1989/1991).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2015.01.002
0048-7333/© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

This innovation history extends what has been held about users’
capacities in innovation.
To date, it has been reasoned that if an innovation by user is of
value to many, a manufacturer will enter the market (or emerge
among the users) to meet the aggregated demand with its higher
manufacturing capabilities (Riggs and von Hippel, 1994; Baldwin
and von Hippel, 2011). It has been further suggested that only
through digital design and digital sharing users can pool their
individual contributions to sufﬁciently wide scope collective innovation, which manufacturers cannot supplant (Raasch and von
Hippel, 2012; Baldwin and von Hippel, 2011). The karakat history indicates, however, that peers do not necessarily need to pool
their resources and competences fully to serve a wide scope of user
needs in a manner that manufacturers cannot outcompete. The
case of karakats indicates that dispersed peer innovation and adaptive diffusion presents an alternative pattern by which an extended
evolution of complex modern technology can take place.
To make sense of the history of karakats, we draw from
user innovation research as well as science and technology studies (S&TS). These two bodies of innovation research have had
limited give and take despite their complementarities (Peine and
Herrmann, 2012). User innovation research has focused on the
economic rationale of innovation by users and its diffusion (von
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Hippel and DeMonaco, 2013; Raasch and von Hippel, 2012). S&TS
has examined in qualitative detail the processes that comprise
innovation, and user contributions to it, as long-term diachronic
and interactive processes (Williams et al., 2005; Rohracher, 2005;
Oudshoorn and Pinch, 2003; Pollock and Williams, 2008; Hyysalo,
2010).
We shall next outline research on innovation dynamics that
foster distributed innovation by users and simultaneously make
it hard for producers to enter a given class of products. We then
outline our biography of artifacts and practices research approach,
methods, and data. After this we move to empirics; Karakat use,
building, and maintenance practices, the evolution of Karakats from
the 1960s to 2010s, and their commercial manufacturing since
1990s. In so doing, we connect the case history to previous research
to outline the dynamics of dispersed peer innovation. The net outcome of these empirics is discussed in Section 8.3 where we map
the dominance of user and manufacturer innovations in the history
of karakats. We end by discussion and implications for innovation
management and policy.

2. User innovation, producer entry and dispersed peer
innovation
Conditions where mass produced goods do not meet the variation in localized needs of users tend to result in what von Hippel
calls user low cost innovation niches, where users innovate because
of their underserved needs (von Hippel, 2005). Such niches have not
only resulted in small improvements and single new products, but
also spurred entirely new classes of technology, such as the mountain
bike, the free-style kayak, and the Asca instrument (Rosen, 1993;
Luthje et al., 2005; Baldwin et al., 2006; Riggs and von Hippel, 1994).
In such user initiated new technology domains, innovations
ﬁrst proliferate peer-to-peer (Luthje et al., 2005; Franke and Shah,
2003). Should the initial niche grow to a potential market, it is
likely to attract manufacturing. Some users may become user
entrepreneurs (Rosen, 1993; Shah and Tripsas, 2007) or outside
manufacturers enter, often by making a version of a user design by
copying it or it being freely revealed to them (von Hippel, 1976;
Riggs and von Hippel, 1994). The higher efﬁciency of mass manufacturing has then be suggested to displace user designs as time
goes by, leading to further innovations by manufacturers (Knight,
1963; Riggs and von Hippel, 1994; Baldwin et al., 2006).
To date, this pattern has been researched “full cycle” only in
reference to scientiﬁc instruments and rodeo kayaks, albeit more
evidence of its different phases does exists. Explanations offered
have been user disinterest in manufacturing (Riggs and von Hippel,
1994) and superior production efﬁciency in high-capital production equipment (Baldwin et al., 2006). In digital domains, users
may also fend off manufacturers’ efﬁciency, because the distribution and communication costs of design are low enough for users
to effectively pool their resources. This allows them to build and
beneﬁt from designs that can have signiﬁcantly broader scope than
could be produced by any individual user (Baldwin and von Hippel,
2011), and which hence can address the range of varying needs of
different users (von Hippel, 2005). Peer-to-peer diffusion may also
result in user contested markets (Raasch and von Hippel, 2012), and
short innovation cycles can inhibit returns from capital intensive
production methods (Baldwin et al., 2006).
In light of this existing research, we should think that if poorly
coordinated users ended up innovating a class of complex modern physical technology with a plausible demand, manufacturers
should take it over sooner rather than later. Faced with the case
such as that of the karakat, where this has not happened, it then
becomes salient to examine what dynamics may have led to such
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a class of physical technology, which manufacturers fail to serve
better than users themselves.
In-depth analyses of innovation in science and technology studies have presented a set of further considerations that add to the
above analyses. These researches suggest paying careful attention
to the “contents” of both the technology and practices in question
– not just their form, origins, amounts or the economics involved –
as well as to the interplay of the elements involved instead of a single factor explanation (Williams and Edge, 1996; MacKenzie and
Wajcman, 1998). Some of these considerations are explicitly and
some implicitly shared by user innovation research, others not.
Both user innovation research and science and technology
studies assert that knowledge asymmetries between users and
manufacturers are likely to play a role in the emergence of innovations by users as well as in the continued user dominance
(von Hippel and Tyre, 1996). Both user domain and manufacturer
domain information is tied to equipment, infrastructure, social
practices and knowledge base. Science and technology studies
show that such situated knowledge (Suchman, 1987; Orr, 1996) is
difﬁcult to transfer, and parts of it difﬁcult to explicate (Cambrosio
and Keating, 1995; Pollock et al., 2009). The economic effect has
been aptly called “sticky information” (von Hippel and Tyre, 1996),
information that is costly to detach from its site of origin. In some
domains, passing the needed user information to a producer can
be relatively straightforward, such as in examining a user design or
deploying an in-depth enquiry of user practice (Bødker et al., 2004).
In others, such as scientiﬁc instruments or new extreme sports, it
has been easier for user innovators to adopt design competences
(Riggs and von Hippel, 1994; Luthje et al., 2005; Franke and Shah,
2003).
Methods and principles technology design are another issue
S&TS directs attention to. Even though blueprints would allow competence pooling to share drawings, a bricolage form of building
allows users to take use of whatever skills and parts happen to be
available (Büscher et al., 2001). Bricolage may lessen the construction costs for users, as well as add to manufacturer difﬁculties in
deciphering what are accidental and what are necessary characteristics in a design it would potentially wish to copy. The same
goes for infrastructural characteristics around the technology. The
less systemic, explicit, untangled and uniform the vitally important
infrastructural elements are, the harder it is for a producer to glean
this context, or to predict and steer the future direction of technology development (Star and Ruhleder, 1996; Pollock et al., 2009;
Johnson et al., 2013).
The form of technology is also likely to play an important role.
Fleck’s (1993, 1988) seminal work on conﬁgurational technology
makes a distinction between discrete objects (such as kayaks),
systems (such as the electricity network), and technological conﬁgurations (such as ofﬁce equipment) that are composed of elements
from multiple origins and assembled as local particulars. Star’s
(1989) work on “plasticity” of objects and De Laet and Mol’s (2000)
work on “ﬂuid” objects such as the Zimbabwean Bush pump, underscore the further variability that results from varying inclusion of
practice and skill components in a conﬁguration. The skill components and their importance are more difﬁcult to trace for a producer
than a uniﬁed technical form would be, while the resulting high
adaptability is apt for serving users’ particular needs.
The form of technology further affects the likely proliferation
dynamics. Unlike discreet artifacts, such as new crops, medicines
or pens (Rogers, 1995), conﬁgurational technologies tend to be
adjusted in each site of adoption to meet local contingencies
(Sorensen, 1996; Williams et al., 2005). This results in a pattern
that has been characterized as “innofusion”, the fusion of innovation and diffusion as the technology evolves further at each site
of use. Such pattern has been shown to feature in early industrial robotics, early new media computing applications in the
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1990s, packaged software and new health technology (Fleck, 1993;
Williams et al., 2005; Pollock and Williams, 2008; Hyysalo, 2010).
To date, the innofusion pattern has been observed only in cases
where a manufacturer or other central actor integrates the range
of local modiﬁcations, but there is nothing, in principle, to suggest it could not take other forms. These forms are, however, likely
to remain dependent on the interaction arena between users and
potential producers (Johnson et al., 2013; Jorgensen and Sorensen,
1999; Stewart and Hyysalo, 2008; Hyysalo et al., 2013) because its
shape affects the courses of action available to users and manufacturers with regard to design, maintenance, operation and further
modiﬁcation (Latour, 2005; Williams and Russell, 2002).
These ﬁndings from user innovation research and science and
technology studies are useful in making sense of the evolution of
karakats. To clarify the issue of manufacturer and user dominance in
the course of the innovation history (in Section 8.3), we turn to von
Hippel (1976) and Voss (1985) classiﬁcation of user and manufacturer activities using four distinct stages “need recognition”, “idea
formulation”, “development” and “commercialization/diffusion”.
The karakat case suggests including the stage of “adaptation-inuse”, based on the above literature and the empirical fact that
adaptation-in-use is commonly required to redeem the value of
karakats in face of frequent repairs and required modiﬁcations as
we detail in Section 5.

3. Methodology and data
The methodology of the present research comes from the
biographies of artifacts and practices approach within S&TS
(Pollock and Williams, 2008; Hyysalo, 2010; Johnson et al., 2013;
Pollock and Hyysalo, 2014). The approach combines historical and
ethnographic investigation into the technology and related practices. The changes in the material make up of the innovation are
charted along with key changes in design activities, collaborative
networks, knowledge base, company organization and size. User
practices, interaction arenas, and changing user roles are followed.
Other issues are investigated insofar as they play a major role in the
development of the innovation or its uptake, in the case reported
here, for instance, infrastructural conditions, regulations, and economic development in the Russian Arctic.
Our ethnographic observations result from several ﬁeld trips by
the second author in Arctic Russia, during the years 2006–2013,
examining mobility and particularly the use of home- and industrially made all terrain vehicles (ATVs). Karakat use has been
documented by interviews and participant observation, recorded
in a ﬁeld diary, and in visual form (photo, video).
For our historical analysis we examined four dissertations and
23 relevant patents on wheels and other elements of karakat construction from the 1980s to the 2010s. The archives of the key
journals for karakats were covered (“Modelist-Konstruktor” – since
1962, 567 issues 11 of which are relevant; as well as “Tekhnika
Molodezhi” that popularized soviet ‘hobbyists’ movement’). The
ofﬁcial websites and correspondence with commercial manufacturers of ATVs on low-pressure tires were used to clarify production
processes, model range, design options, service and warranty, etc.,
and email exchanges were conducted to verify the relevant details.
We further identiﬁed 30 Internet forums with relevant discussions and selected the across-Russia forums and four local
forums of ﬁshermen and motorcar enthusiasts for close scrutiny.
In total, these four forums contained over 400 000 messages, next
to 10 000 discussion threads on low-pressure tire ATVs, and 15 000
registered users. We read, stored, tagged and analyzed approximately 5000 messages in 130 threads with regard to information
about karakats (history and present) as well as to how these
forums themselves have functioned. This helped us to identify the

variety of engineering solutions and approaches to karakatbuilding, details of evolution and the making/inventing processes
that do not usually appear in ofﬁcial press, and to explore the variety
of users’ personal memories and reﬂections. They further allowed
us to examine users and self-designers from different parts of Russia, with different interests and professional backgrounds, as well
as different experiences in making and possessing karakats.
With regard to historical materials, our principal analytical
method has been historical source criticism (Tosh, 1991) and
triangulation between different bodies of data and analytic methods (Denzin, 1989), particularly between ofﬁcial and unofﬁcial
accounts of the machines and their evolution. With regard to ethnographic materials, we used thematic analysis to reveal patterns
and themes within the data: ﬁrst in order to match descriptions
and verbal accounts with visual materials, and then to code the
materials to themes and narratives. We then uniﬁed the data
sets and analytic procedures by producing 12 different overview
narratives on different aspects of the data (emergence of innovation/variation in designs/environmental conditions/industrial
context in Soviet and post-soviet times/publicity/use practices/evolution of wheels/design and craft practices/industrial
ATVs/industrial wheels/repair and maintenance/forum activities).
These biographies were then interrelated and cross-analyzed. A
round of interviews and document gathering, for instance with the
leading commercial company Trecol, and new searches in the Internet forums ensued in order to ﬁll the identiﬁed blanks in karakat
evolution. At the point where we no longer could ﬁnd conceptually
relevant information on the key remaining blanks – in 50 years of
unofﬁcial amateur garage building across North Russia many activities have left little trace – we settled for an eventual presentation
narrative, to which we now move.
4. Karakat characteristics and their current proliferation
Karakats are Russian all terrain vehicles (ATVs) that can be distinguished from other ATVs because of the combination of high
elasticity large-volume extra low-pressure wheels (10–50 kPa)
“balloon tires”, very low ground pressure (<15 kPa), lightweight
body (250–300 kg load per wheel), ensuing light frame and engine
constructions, ﬂoatation ability, non-existent or customized suspension, and practical use. They are not hobby or contest machines,
such as mud racing, rock climbing or monster cars (where user
modiﬁcation is the hobby), but humble, mostly self-built machines
(Fig. 1, left) used for ﬁshing trips, visiting neighbors, hunting, and
for mushroom- and berry-picking. The more esteemed vehicles –
equally user designs – have been among the vehicles of choice on
several Polar expeditions (Fig. 1, right).
These ATVs are ingenious in their ability to travel on top of both
water and fresh snow, manage bogs, ﬂoodplains, marches, and thin
ice. They can provide all year round mobility in the permafrosted
wilderness of the Russian North, 60% of the entire Russia landmass.
Karakats do not damage the surface ground, as their alternatives
such as heavy trucks and chain wheel drives do (Fig. 1, middle), and
consume tens of times less fuel. Thus, they are also ecological means
of transport in roadless terrain, such the settlement of geologists in
the Polar Urals where we ﬁrst met one (Fig. 1, left).
These machines are widespread over the territory of the former
Soviet Union (Fig. 2) – from the ﬁshermen villages of Estonia
(Sirotina, 2011) in the West, to the remote settlements of Kolyma in
the Far East (Gorchakov, 2012). Most of these handmade machines
were never ofﬁcially registered, but in the Arkhangelsk region2
alone there were over 11 000 ofﬁcially registered karakats in 1998

2
Arkhangelsk Region is located in the North of European Russia on the west coast
of the White Sea with an area of 587 400 km2 and population 1.2 M.
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Fig. 1. Left: Karakat in the settlement of Polyarny, 110th km Station, Polar Urals. Credits: S. Usenyuk; middle: GTT ‘conveyor tractor on tracks’, the same location. Credits:
V. Gerdov; right: expedition vehicles, North Pole, 2009. (The pictures in the current article have, unless otherwise marked, been obtained from Russian Internet discussion
forums under the Russian copyright law statute that states that copyrights for Internet posted images do not need to be obtained for reproduction in scientiﬁc and study
purposes. The copyrights to the images belong to original photographers.)

Fig. 2. The map of karakat-building activities in 2013, as they can be traced from journals, local media and proﬁles of Internet forum users who indicate karakat-building
being common in their neighborhood. The map remains approximate, as many of remote karakat-building spots do not feature in the Internet or other media.

(Kiselev, 1998), indicating that their total number at that time was
already at least over 100 000.
For innovation research these vehicles are interesting because
there are hundreds of somewhat different designs (Fig. 3), perhaps
thousands. The variation results from construction principles as
well as variation of user practices, which is where we turn to now
before moving to their historical evolution.
5. User practices: environmental and social variation,
tailored machines, and DIY reliability
Both user innovation research (von Hippel, 2005; Baldwin and
von Hippel, 2011) and in S&TS (Fleck, 1993; De Laet and Mol, 2000)
indicate that high variation in usage conditions combined with
variation in preferred ways to use should, in principle, favor user
innovation and self-building. This dynamic has been extreme in
karakats, which are used in demanding and varying landscape conditions and within a range of socio-material practices that entail
different types of travel.
The karakat pictures we provide in the course of this article give
a careful reader an idea of the variety resulting from whether the
vehicle is supposed to traverse rocky mountain tundra, swampy
taiga, slippery ice-covered lakes, or muddy ﬁelds. Indeed, the process of tailoring to the speciﬁcs of the particular location tends to
take much of the attention of their makers.
Fig. 4 exempliﬁes some of the ensuing variation just within ice
ﬁshing solutions. Simple ski and tire combinations for local ice
ﬁshing (Fig. 4, left and middle left) differ markedly in a karakat
used for larger scale ice ﬁshing (Fig. 4, middle right) from the one

used in a windy area (Fig. 4, right), where a tent constructed from
polypropylene sugar bags was added to four wheels and powerful
lamp.
As is evident from Fig. 4 also the building materials depend on
what is available. Components, assemblies and individual parts of
cars, sidecars and scooters are commonly used. Good results have
been reached using recycled parts of decommissioned aircraft, i.e.
differential gear, bearing units, tires, etc. Frames and hulls can be
made of rolled steel, aluminum proﬁles, pipes, sheets, plywood, etc.
There are no particular priorities in assembly methods either: it can
be either welding, or riveting, or bolting. The required features are
added as needs arise, resulting in idiosyncratic constructions:
“I had to use the additional tire [placed ﬂat underneath the vehicle] for swimming; that’s the way to go ﬁshing during spring
ﬂoods. . .” (lunohodov.net, 2013)
Such features – both integral and additional to the construction
– that are necessary and sufﬁcient in one place might be useless or
dangerous in others. Most machines are decidedly without some
functions or parts. In Fig. 12 we see a karakat that has practically
no chassis whatsoever in order to excel in transit on water, others
have skis in place of some of the tires (Fig. 4, left), some have no
room for cargo while on others the cargo space is the key feature,
and so on and so forth.
Variation in uses is also formidable. Fishing, hunting, berry- and
mushroom-picking in Northern areas is common use, as is agrarian
work in the rural regions of central Russia.
“A small and light karakat is the only way to get to most of the
ﬁshing or hunting spots; no alternative, that’s why these kinds
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Fig. 3. Different karakat constructions and assembly materials.

Fig. 4. The variation in conﬁgurations and practices, from left to right: ice-ﬁshing activity, karakat for small-scale ice-ﬁshing, large-scale ice-ﬁshing, ice ﬁshing in a windy
and dark area.

of vehicles are not endangered, it has a long life ahead” (ATV
driver from Laborovaya village, Yamal, 2013)
In many places karakats are key to social connectivity, providing
the connection with relatives, friends, neighbors, local trading and
barter in roadless terrain and during seasons when roads or terrain
become otherwise impassable.
“It is strange for me to watch sometimes on the TV news that in
some villages, e.g. in Volgograd region, people have problems to
get to a shop that is located across the river, next to the village.
We northerners [with karakats] have never encountered such a
problem!” (Karakat user Arkhangelsk)
Karakats are also used for various hobby purposes, such as
adventurous travels to Arctic outposts, heroic off-road driving, as
well as non-public activities.3
“Of course, people are not eager to tell you about their karakats:
nowadays, they use them to hunt and ﬁsh illegally. But be sure,
even those who tell that they do not use these vehicles anymore,
have at least one or two of such DIYs in their yards, in perfect working condition.”(ATV driver, Laborovaya village, Yamal,
2013)
What is common to all karakats and their uses is that the skill
in driving the machine and navigating the terrain go hand in hand
with its construction. No machine can withstand all that nature
can offer in the Russian North – plenty of vehicles of all types have
been swallowed by a bog or become damaged beyond repair. Need
for smaller repairs is omnipresent. Broken chassis and gears, and
numerous punctures are the most frequent issues mentioned with
karakats, judged by the user reports on forums. But this is seen as
only natural: karakat’s reliability is based on user’s competence to
ﬁx the machine, even on the go.

3
To get a better sense of the usage and conditions the videos of swampy
area work karakat http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WjSV6Un vOo and expedition “Polar Ring-2004” of minibus type expedition karakat driving may help
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gvw22AoWM70.

In theoretical terms, karakats are conﬁgurations of technical and
skill elements that complement each other and vary from one usermachine-setting to another. Such ﬂuid technical conﬁguration (De
Laet and Mol, 2000) and what counts as adequate form and function,
fosters the possibility for different users to engage in self-design
and innovating better than the need for exact blueprint design and
part inventories, given that the users are apt in the bricolage mode
of construction and have fair mechanics skills (Büscher et al., 2001),
which indeed is common in the Russian North. It further helps
them to maintenance their equipment with same or higher proﬁciency than experts, as timely delivery of expert service to remote
locations is a practical impossibility (as we describe in Section 8).

6. Design practices: emergence and early evolution of
Karakats by user innovators
Our excursion to contemporary karakat user practices suggested
several dynamics that are likely to foster user innovation: karakats
feature high variation in usage conditions combined with variation
in preferred ways to use and high signiﬁcance of the technology to
users. Users’ design efforts are further facilitated by the conﬁgurational form of this technology, the ﬂuidity of its elements as well
as the possibility of bricolage type construction from the varying
materials that are locally available. Equipped with knowledge of
these basic tenents of karakats and their use contexts, we can now
turn to their historical emergence and evolution.
The ﬁrst documented attempts to use low-pressure tires for
off-road were undertaken in the 1950s. The ‘Lypsoid Tire’ was a
low-pressure, off-road, run-ﬂat tire without inner tube that saw
some use in military and construction vehicles. There is, however,
no evidence of the inﬂuence of this invention on numerous appearances of handmade low-pressure tires in different regions of the
Soviet Union. There are many origin stories highlighting this or that
location. Here is a typical example:
“I saw the ﬁrst karakat in my own backyard in 1968: that was
the one I assembled myself from an old aerosled. My friends
promised to obtain a piece of aluminum in order to repair the
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Fig. 5. A homemade (right) ATV by Yuri Timokhin, Tula. MK 1979/04.

Fig. 6. Left: Karakat based on design by the Laukhins family, all-union Karakat Parade, Moscow, 1991. Right: Karakat by Viktor Kalinin, 1992–1998.

skis, but it seemed they dragged their promise out, and I, meanwhile, terribly wanted to ride. Coming once again to my own
workshop, I pulled out an inﬂated inner tube of a GAZ jeep –
which had been used for swimming in summer – and rolled
it out. Surprisingly, it dipped into the snow very little. And at
this point the idea came to my mind: why not use such balloons instead of skis! I made wheel discs out of plywood (and
the fore ski also), and slid bearings out of segments of plumbing
pipes. Then I put assembled wheels on the axis . . .It was my ﬁrst
karakat, although I heard this term long after, only at the end of
the 1990s.” (User ‘Motozavr’, 9.06.2009)
The Soviet trials inverted how tires work – reducing the contact
spot between the hard surface and the hard wheel – by increasing
the contact area between two ‘soft agents’, turning the low-bearing
strength of the surface into an advantage. Trying to rebalance the
equation between cross-country ability and lightness of their vehicles, amateur inventors put substantial effort into radically new
designs of both tires and the chassis on top of them: huge balloon
tires became an unmistakable identiﬁer for a new kind of all-terrain
vehicle.
The ﬁrst ofﬁcial trace of these machines is in the 1979 Soviet
magazine Modelist-Konstruktor (MK) (Fig. 5). It was a two-seater
machine with fore skis and big inﬂated wheels that were ﬁtted with
grousers made from a conveyor belt. But the invention of such
vehicles happened earlier: all the authors and informants agree

upon the early 1960s (Shapiro, 1986; Ilyin, 1989; Shalyagin, 1990;
Golubtsov, 2004).
The road for the inventions was paved by a long history of a
techno-hobbyists/inventors’ movement in the Soviet Union.4 During that time, it was relatively easy to obtain a wide variety of
components for making personal machines: the state network of
recycling enterprises, so-called ‘Vtorchermet’, provided joints and
mechanisms for a modest fee (Kiselev, 1998). Similarly, salvaged
tires from trucks and airplanes, i.e. the sources for karakat wheels,
were available widely and cheaply (for example, 10 Rubles per
tonne, when the average monthly salary was around 100 Rubles
(Kiselev, 1998)).
Two places, Tula and Archangelsk, have been recognized as independent early centers of karakat-building. In the Tula Region,5
karakat-building became a speciﬁc hobby for qualiﬁed creative
mechanics interested in adventures in the remote Russian North.

4
The all-state network of ‘extracurricular education’, and one of popular options
was a ‘station of young inventors’ (since the 1930s, and a second wave after the
WW2): for instance, by the beginning of 1976, there were 1008 stations in the entire
Soviet Union. Also a network of ‘clubs of technological creativity’ organized as a form
of outreach activity in big factories/plants in different localities. Making personal allterrain vehicles was not a novelty per se: numerous projects of aerosleds, ATVs on
tracks, etc. were created both by necessity and as a hobby.
5
Tula region is located in central Russia, 200 km south of Moscow.
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Fig. 7. Motorbike-based karakats.

Fig. 8. Karakats with motor-carrier frames.

Fig. 9. Left and mid: light amphibian machines. Right: Karakat with swing-joint
frame.

Fig. 10. Karakat-minibuses.

Fig. 11. The variety of handmade wheel disks designs, from left to right: plywood,
washbasins, and dismountable disk with spokes.

Fig. 12. The variety of wheel grousers, from left to right: slick tires, ﬁre hose/canvas,
and metal chain.

Early ‘Tula-style’ karakats were motorbikes converted to a threewheel chassis (Chernorotov, 1984), where the fore wheel could
easily be changed to a ski for better maneuverability on snow and
ice, and (re)stabilizing the vehicle under heavy winds (Fig. 6).
The Arkhangelsk Region independently became a center of amateur karakat-production, resulting in tens of thousands of machines
over decades. In this region there were few motor-roads and the
mobility of local people depended on their ability to make, for
instance, personal off-road vehicles. The amateur production in
Arkhangelsk can be traced to the early 1970s (Golubtsov, 2004)
and the most popular vehicle type became an open boat-like (plywood) hull, an equalizer suspension and four- or six-wheel drive.
Some shared engineering solutions were used, but most vehicles
were uniquely designed by their owners in varying conﬁgurations
(Ilyin, 1989; Kiselev, 1998; Timchenko, 1985).
By the end of the 1980s, several “schools” of karakat-making had
emerged; meaning that the principles for constructing karakats had
been worked out by individual innovators and small groups of users
to the extent that relatively well working and reliable machines had
evolved (Ilyin, 1989). Most self-builders still used whatever means
and materials they had to hand, but variations could be sorted based
on number of wheels and chassis type (classiﬁcation by Shalyagin,
1990):

(1) Motorcycles: all-terrain motorcycles designed as one- or twoseaters, with two or three tires and one or two skis (Fig. 7).
(2) Motor-carriers: all-terrain motor-carriers have power-units
borrowed from scooters, usually placed in the rear. Motorcarriers have hulls for one or two passengers, and are of open
or closed construction (Fig. 8).
(3) Microcars: all-terrain microcars are designed for one and maximum four passengers, with a two-axis or three-axis chassis,
typically all or four-wheel drives. Changing direction is realized
either via turning the fore driving wheels or by a swing-joint
frame (Fig. 9).
(4) Minibuses: the ﬁrst all-terrain minibuses appeared at the
parade in 1989 in Yaroslavl, central Russia, as two-axis models with a swing-joint frame, and a 6-seater, three-axis model
(Fig. 10).

In turn, the tires went through a similar evolutionary process of trials, errors and alternative solutions. Even though the
proportions of wheels did not change much from the early days
(some suggesting the size of a heated garage setting the upper
limit), their elements featured increasing variation and sophistication. Most wheel variations and inventions were never patented,
but 16 patents and various invention certiﬁcates appear in the
Soviet/Russian bulletin of technological inventions and eg. 17 on
one of the manufacturers’ site.
Self-built wheel discs commonly used plywood (Fig. 11, left) or
other light material at hand such as washbasins (Fig. 11, middle).
Some users preferred to lighten the disks from ordinary cars such
as Moskvitch, while the most sophisticated discs were thoroughly

Fig. 13. From left to right: extra inner tube protection, ‘protecting net’, a karakat with peeled tires, peeling tools: several knives, a blade sharpener for straightening, a
hammer, an awl, wire cutters and a ‘strip-off’ device, i.e. an electric winch.
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Fig. 14. The motorbike on low-pressure tires by I. Lyavin and A. Skurko. MK 1983 Issue 11 was followed by several others equally making the front cover.

Fig. 15. ATV by V. Laukhin, MK 1984/04 and 05, and an ATV with swing-joint frame by A. Gromov, MK 1985/01.

designed (Fig. 11, right), in recent years with detailed CAD drawings
and 3D modeling.
The inﬂated inner tube worked well for soft surfaces such as
snowy or marshy areas. “Grousers” emerged to improve grip elsewhere. Early trials used materials such as ﬁre hose, tarpaulin, metal,
and conveyor belt rubber, all of which had their merits and drawbacks depending on weather and the softness and wetness of the
riding surface. For instance, for summer rides in boggy areas ‘soft’
grousers were appropriate (Fig. 12, middle), while for winter ﬁshing trips on ice-covered lakes and rivers ‘hard’ non-soaking ones
were preferred (Fig. 12, right).
The Inﬂated inner tubes were subject to easy puncture, degradation from UV and cold temperatures. Adding another inner tube
as a cover was the initial solution. Because this added weight, trials
with lighter rubbers, pvc and polyethene continued over the years.
A combination of protection and grousers could be made by cutting a protecting net out of truck tires. A still more advanced way
was to use the outer tubes of heavy trucks and peeling their 40
layers rubber to just 3–4, even if that may still remain too hard to
function as a low-pressure tire. Albeit that the craft required substantial skill,6 purchasing peeled tires from a craftsman is today still
10–12 times cheaper than buying industrially made karakat tires
(Fig. 13).
Let us step back to reﬂect the case history conceptually. This
class of motorized vehicles emerged through user self-designing
efforts, which gradually resulted in an increasing number of variants within a few main avenues. Throughout their early history,
the construction was mostly of a bricolage type, even as some
drawings and guidelines proliferated among the builders. Karakat
innovation proceeded in dispersed evolutionary manner rather
than through collective innovation where users would have pooled
their resources or competences. Related to this, the machines or
blueprints did not diffuse as such among the users (Agarwal, 1983),
it was not even a single constitutive part of the design that spread.
What proliferated was a template of ideas for how one might build a
karakat given local resources, use contexts and competences, again
resembling the “ﬂuid” technology documented by De Laet and Mol
(2000). Through trial and error and some joint work between some
of the makers, the karakat-building principles became gradually
increasingly mastered. Even though this happened without any
central coordinating body, it did not proceed in a vacuum. It was

6

How to peel tyres: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GjMwQZAP59o.

crucially dependent on information exchanges among peers, and it
is this dynamic to which we turn to now.
7. Interaction arenas: from local isolates to knowledge
transfer in journals, parades and Internet forums
The proliferation of karakat ideas was possible on the one hand
because of the wide spread of technical machinery knowledge and
components amongst the DIY makers in Russia, but equally because
suitable interaction arenas were found and created by their makers
in order to connect with each other.
Karakat-building remained an underground activity with relatively slow progress until publicized in the Soviet popular technical
press at the turn of the 1980s. The 1979 ﬁrst appearance (Fig. 5)
was in ‘Photopanorama from the letters of our readers’ in ModelistKonstruktor, but by 1983 Karakats had made it to the front covers
(e.g. 1983/11, 1984/05, 1985/01) (Fig. 14) and a national TV show
‘You Can Do It’ had showcased Tula karakat builders.
These appearances in public media evoked a response from the
audience: letters were addressed to journals’ and TV shows’ editors, as well as to makers directly, relayed by the journals. Advice,
doubts, detailed drawings and making guidelines (MK 1984/05),
catalyzed building activities in many parts of the Soviet Union
(Shalyagin, 1990). ATVs on low-pressure tires became popular
topics in journals largely because of the demand of the readers
(1979/04, 1979/09, 1984/04, 1984/05, 1985/01, 1989/02, 1989/09,
1989/12, etc.). This emerging interaction arena around MK was
good enough to convey different directions of amateurs’ searches,
i.e. what had been changed or improved and where there could be
room for further improvements.7
Other early interaction arenas were parades and races, which
helped share ideas and solutions ﬁrst hand (Fig. 16 left and middle). All-Soviet Union events were held in different towns in 1987,
88, 90 and 91, and small-scale local events (e.g. Pozhva, Kallaste)
continue to exist today (Sirotina, 2011). Further publicity ensued
from the ‘victory list’ that karakats achieved in harsh conditions

7
The MK became an early interaction arena for karakat building due to its focus
on promoting technical creativity and experimentation in everyday life. It did
not promote Karakats more than any other amateur constructions of ATVs, such
as motorsleds (MK 1978/01, MK 1984/01), aerosleds (MK 1980/09 and 1982/01),
screw-driven vehicles and vehicles on tracks (MK 1981/11), air-cushion vehicles
(MK 1983/11), new emerging propulsive elements for ATVs (1982/03), as well as
brief reviews on foreign ATV designs (e.g. 1978/07).
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Fig. 16. From left to right: the All-Union Karakat Parade in Moscow, 1991; the annual parade in Kallaste, Estonia, 2008; the expedition of mountaneers by Expedition Centre
‘Arktika’, Novolazarevskaya, 2003.

(Fig. 15, right); starting from the 1982 expedition to the Polar Urals
(Chernorotov, 1984), and later with larger machines Antarctica
2001 and 2003, and various races in the polar circle 2000–
2005.
In the early 2000s, karakat-related discussions and DIY sharing moved to virtual space. Dedicated forums, sections in broader
forums and smaller interest forums on ﬁshing, hunting, motorcycles etc. emerged, taken together, over half a million posts to
date. Typical forums resemble other user-run forums on technology (Hyysalo et al., 2013): they include a photo gallery; sharing
experiences of making/using particular models; reporting problems and asking for help; FAQs; exchanges on new designs;
conversations with manufacturers; trading out/searching for parts
and fully made ATVs. Perhaps the most formidable effort has been
to prepare detailed illustrated guidelines for designing and assembling components and seeking to collect a database of karakat
constructions.
Turning back to theory, interaction arenas in journals and gatherings aided users’ dispersed design efforts (as they did in early
rural automobiles, Kline and Pinch, 1996), and later Internet forums
have ampliﬁed it. The dispersed users held basic technical competency that allowed them to experiment independently based on
the advice received through the suboptimal interaction channels
(Hyysalo et al., 2013). This suggests that signiﬁcant peer innovation
may require apt interaction arenas even though not by necessity
the potential to pool competences to work on joint projects in a
large scale (Baldwin and von Hippel, 2011), even as local user collectives have played a role also in the evolution of karakats as we
have pointed out and continue to clarify below.

8. Community and commercial manufacturing of karakats
8.1. Evolution and manufacturing of “classic” light karakat
models
As the basic idea of the karakat appears to be successful, why
then do people have to make their machines rather than just
buy them? Certainly, after karakats became popularly known in
the late 1980s, they attracted more focused engineering attention.
Figs. 17–21 provide an overview of the later history of karakats.
The ﬁrst wave of attention to karakat manufacturing took place
at the turn of the 1990s following the rise of user innovation communities for these vehicles. In classic karakat models (motorcycles,
tricycles, micro-cars, light boat-like Archangelsk open cars, and
light swing-joint frames) the tricycle, the swing joint frame and
the Archangelsk amphibian designs all spurred small local user collectives that emerged and improved the models. Following this,
some industrial prototypes emerged, and there were two unsuccessful trials to produce tricycles (1986–1992) and four-wheeled
light motor-carriers (1990–1999) in industrial facilities, and an
equally unsuccessful trial to offer a commercial “conversion kit” for
turning a motorbike model to a karakat (early 2000s). Some karakat
production has also taken the form of commercial craft assembly,
as in the village of Pozhva where several craftsmen have produced a

small but steady ﬂow of light four-wheeled karakats in their garages
over the years.
After 2010 some user collectives and automotive shops offered
on-demand manufacturing, and a new attempt at serial production
of (another) tricycle karakat ensued. Also, for sale blueprints and
conversion kit re-emerged for a (yet another) motorcycle karakat
design.
While there has been serious activity in trying to move karakat
designs toward commercial manufacturing, the effect on karakat
stock has remained modest, less than 3500 units have been produced over three decades, and according to information available
in Internet forums these themselves have been subject to further
alterations and modiﬁcations by the users (a kin to early automobiles in rural settings Kline and Pinch, 1996). Evidenced by the
documented history, the bulk of all new development has been carried out by single user innovators. Moreover, most designers have
not publicized any photos, videos or other documentation.
In Fig. 18 we have detailed the same development by duration of
existence of major user collectives and manufacturing attempts. In
addition to individual users, various local groups’ karakat-making
spans from the 1980s to present. User collectives in Archangelsk,
industrial cities around Moscow (such as Tula), and groups in
Siberia had their heyday in the 1980s and 1990s, and many active
amateurs in these groups converged with the Arktiktrans group
who developed further traditional karakats before moving to larger
machines (see below). When the on-demand manufacturing by
individual users is excluded, the manufacturers that remain have
all failed, save the most recent entrants about whom it is too
early to say anything other than that the numbers produced are
low.
This leads to the next innovation dynamic of dispersed peer
efforts to design karakats. As noted the ﬂuid make up, bricolage
mode of construction and maintenance, difﬁcult and hard to access
environmental terrains, and varying user practices together created
a domain that is rich in context embedded and practice embodied knowledge (Orr, 1996; Cambrosio and Keating, 1995). Such
knowledge is “sticky” to transfer to outsiders of this domain (von
Hippel and Tyre, 1996). Signiﬁcant asymmetries in the relative ease
of transferring production and user domain knowledge should,
in principle, favor user innovation and user self-building. In the
karakat domain, user knowledge of remote, hostile and varying
environments and their relation to successful designs has been difﬁcult to move to manufacturing, while production side knowledge
related to vehicles has been widespread among people in the Russian North due to the presence of industrial facilities and a DIY
culture.
8.2. Evolution and manufacturing of heavier karakat originated
vehicles
As noted, the turn of the 1990s saw the emergence of new
“passenger carrier”/“minibus” size types of vehicles that evolved
from Archangelsk karakat designs. Here commercialization has
been considerably more successful than is the case for classic light
karakat types. The six-wheeler “Arktika” established a reliable
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Fig. 17. Karakat user collectives and commercialization trials for the traditional karakat models by main karakat types. The vehicle drawings represent designs known to exist but unavailable as pictures: the steady ﬂux of user
designs. The accumulated numbers are maximal estimates. In 2013 there was one pilot batch for serial production and 13 cases of manufacturers or user collectives offering on-demand sale, save some small-scale craft-based
on-demand manufacturers in remote areas known only to locals.
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Fig. 18. Evolution of user collectives and manufacturers detailing the timing and duration of speciﬁc collectives and manufacturing. Discontinued models marked with a
black background and still ongoing with a white background. Numbers below manufacturer symbols mark total number of produced vehicles. Those marked with no data
are all known to be few in numbers.

passenger-carrying model to be used on expeditions. The amateur
collective “Arktiktrans” innovated several further expedition
models. By the 2000s, this user collective had transformed into
an industry association and during the 2000s started its own
manufacturing of expedition carriers. By 2010 further on-demand
produced expedition vehicles have become available. Fig. 19 details
the larger vehicle development by main vehicle types, and Fig. 20
by the timing and duration of user collectives and manufacturers.
Another entrant emerged from a group of researchers from
the Central Automobile Research Institute (NAMI) and the Tire
Research Institute (NIISHP) who examined user designs and
calculated the optimum ground pressure and tire pressures. In
1992 they founded a company Trecol and launched a low-pressure
wheel as a single production unit (disk + thin-shelled tubeless tire).
Trecol’s research and development activities gradually resulted in
light ﬁberglass body passenger carriers, which by 2005 had found
a new market among local governments and oil, gas and mining
companies operating in North Russia. These institutional orders
currently account for 75% the 300 ATVs that Trecol’s 80 employees
complete annually. Yet, the production remains industrial manufacture (“screwdriver assembly”) rather than mass manufacturing.
Tire patterns are still cut by hand and parts from other automotive
manufacturers such as GAZ and UAZ are used as much as possible
to ease maintenance (which we discuss below). Since 2005 other
on-demand producers among both user entrepreneurs and some
automotive assemblies have joined in building similar larger passenger carriers, yielding a maximum of 3000 units produced to date.
Following poor sales of Trecol’s initial four-wheel designs in
1990s, discount models were made by adding Trecol’s low-pressure
tires to a regular off-road car. While this compromised ﬂotation,
suspension, pressure on ground, balance and carrying capacity, the
resulting “semi-karakat” has by 2013 allowed tens of vehicle plants
to list on-demand karakat-like versions of their off-road cars. In
total, a maximum of 3000 converted cars have been produced to
date, forming another differentiated market apart from that of the
original karakat and passenger carrier.
Finally, some of the most advanced users began trials in making
“light eco-friendly heavy carriers” with karakat principles at the
turn of the 1990s, which were available as on-demand from several
manufacturers by the late 2000s. Their market is expected to grow
because in 2008 several northern districts of Russia banned the use
of heavy ground pressure carriers (such as heavy military trucks and
chainwheels) on permafrost construction sites due to the extensive
environmental damage they cause on tundra.

All larger karakat-originated commercial vehicles beneﬁt from
commercial wheel development. The ﬁrst industrially manufactured hyper elastic low-pressure tires were upgraded versions
of handmade tires with ‘fur coat’ produced in the 1980s. Trecol’s
advances then paved the way for ﬁve manufacturers in the early
2010s offering 18 different types of hyper elastic ultra low-pressure
tires with different treads, dimension-types, etc. (Guscha et al.,
2010; Pliev et al., 2012). Figures on industrially produced lowpressure tires indicate that next to all of these tires go to industrially
produced vehicles. In fact, to curb DIY competition, some manufacturers refuse to sell their tires to self-builders, and their prices
remain 10–20 times that of self-crafted tires.
The commercial history of karakats and karakat-inﬂuenced
heavier vehicles has been shaped by contextual issues we have not
as yet recounted. First, the early 1990s commercialization attempts
emerged in “small user – transition economy plants”. Of these
only NAMI/Trecol survived as a manufacturer, by 2000 producing only 15 vehicles annually before institutional orders led to
growth (Igor Varentsov, interview 2013). In the new millennium,
user entrepreneurs and collectives could organize small-scale production: renting the space, buying basic equipment, involving their
friends and other enthusiasts. The widespread Internet forums
became arenas for promoting the products, collecting ideas and
getting feedback in the second wave of commercialization trials. In
Fig. 21 we have abstracted the heavier vehicle new market development again for user collectives and manufacturers. This shows
the steadily intensifying commercial development in several types
of heavier vehicles and tires upon which they depend.
A key factor in lingering sales in the private sector is price. In
2014 the average Russian pay was 25 000 rubles, and thus 2.4 M
rubles – the price of a six-wheeled Trecol – translated to 95 months
salary. Analysis of Internet forums reveals that the cheapest DIY
karakat could be built for 15 000 RUB, an average 3–4 wheeled
karakat made from salvaged parts costs about 30 000–50 000 RUB,
for 6-wheelers 60 000–100 000, and a ‘really good’ one cost about
120–200 000 RUB. The costs rise sharply when one wishes to attach
industrial tires. Larger machines of a minibus type are 600 000–1.5
million to build. While this takes their price close to small-scale
industrial machines, the price difference to same-sized commercial machines remains in the order of 1 M RUB, 40 months average
salary.
A further complication for manufacturers comes from maintenance and service. Manufacturer produced karakats are no
exception to the effects of harsh conditions on vulnerable light
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Fig. 19. Karakat user collectives and commercial production in minibus and heavy carrier markets. The vehicle drawings represent designs known to exist but unavailable
as pictures. The accumulated numbers are maximum ﬁgures. In 2013 there exists one modest-scale serial production and 49 offerings of on-demand sale. Most of the latter
are regular cars convertable to karakat tires as a side offer by a car manufacturer.

machinery. The number of complaints in forums soared after some
people started paying for their mobility with money instead of time
in their garage. From the manufacturers’ side, this has required that
quality standards in production had to remain high. On the other
hand, manufacturers have had to deal with unavoidable breakage,
and two basic strategies have been adopted. The ﬁrst is standard
warranty and post-warranty services offered by certiﬁed repair
teams. This however has been elusive due to usage locations:
User Serdityi (http://strannik-v.ru/topic33.html) about his experience of a broken passanger carrier ‘Lopansya’: “. . .Then
negotiations began with [manufacturer]. The vehicle was
still under warranty, right? And, as it was expected, I was
immediately suggested to wait for a maintenance crew. In other

words, they admitted it was their fault and were ready to
redeem. What a pleasure to work with such a team! (ironically).
But it was sickening to imagine this waiting and this crew, so I
dismantled the whole ATV myself.”
The second strategy, in response to this state of affairs, has been
a DIY-supporting strategy: in the case of smaller companies, the
service toolkit and detailed maintenance guideline are sold with
the vehicles as a unit.
User MVG (http://strannik-v.ru/topic515-615.html): “It is not
a matter of copyrights and professional secrets, just common
sense. The probability that the vehicle will be repaired by the
owner himself and the distance from the authorized services,
is immeasurably higher than the probability of such repairs for
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Fig. 20. Evolution of user collectives and manufacturers detailing the timing and duration of speciﬁc collectives and manufacturers. Discontinued models marked with a
black background and still ongoing with a white background. Numbers below manufacturer symbols mark total number of produced vehicle, cases on which no data exist
are all known to have remained modest to date.

a conventional car. The conclusion is that to supply the ATV
with a very detailed manual on repair is simply a must for every
manufacturer.”
User Unimog416 (http://strannik-v.ru/topic1326-15.html): “I
received my vehicle in January, went out a couple of times (still
trying to get used to it). So, I had to join a ‘DIY-club’, and now
I am adjusting the machine to my own needs and desires. All
in all, it works, nothing to write about. As soon as I bring it to
perfection, I will share my own solutions and revisions as well
as those I learned from this forum.”
DIY maintenance is also an economic necessity because sending
a mechanic from Moscow to, for instance, a remote setting north of
the Urals just once costs in excess to 100 000 RUB.
In theoretical terms, the offering that manufacturers can serve is
thus reliant on diffusion of complementary user skills in maintaining, rebuilding and operating the machines. Following Raasch and
von Hippel (2012) modeling of the user competed market of “classical karakat models”, the maintenance issues place producers in
more unfavorable position with regard to the large DIY clientele –
for them a purchased karakat remains a construction kit that just
comes readily assembled, as our last quotes illustrate. However, in

the institutional market producers can rely on the same widespread
user competences, which create a user complemented market for
the difﬁcult to service karakats in remote places, and thus offers an
additional insight why commercial manufacturing has found success with predominantly institutional clients of heavier vehicles,
but less so with private customers.
8.3. User and manufacturer dominance in the biography of
karakats
Let us further clarify these empirics with the help of mapping
the karakat evolution regarding user and manufacturer dominance
in innovation. von Hippel (1976) and Voss (1985) have examined
user and manufacturer activities using four distinct stages “need
recognition”, “idea formulation”, “development” and “commercialization/diffusion”, to which we add “adaptation-in-use”, as this is
regularly required to redeem the value of technology in face of
frequent repairs and required modiﬁcations.
We have refrained from seeking to quantify the relative dominance in exact numbers due to the many user developments in
karakats being poorly visible and documented, but we have used
the category “mixed” to indicate all such times and innovation
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Fig. 21. Dominant party at different innovation stages of karakat evolution. For lighter classic karakats, user dominance has prevailed in all stages across the period.
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Fig. 22. Dominant party at different innovation stages in the evolution of heavier karakat origin vehicles, the early user dominance has gradually given away to manufacturer’s
by the turn of the millennium, beginning from development, even as all innovation stages remain user competed to date.

stages where both users and manufacturers have been active and
the relative dominance is not evident. By evident, we mean that
the one faction has been missing or the other has had several times
more activities in a given stage.
Even with the “mixed” in our repertoire, the light classic karakat
design history is straightforward – user innovators dominate all
stages in across decades as manufacturers have introduced only
isolated designs, most of which have been but improvements on
user innovations (Fig. 21).
The mapping becomes useful, however, with heavier karakatoriginated vehicles, where the picture is more varied (Fig. 22). Most
of the initial innovations in heavier vehicles came from the users,
and users have continued to introduce new innovative designs and
opened up new vehicle types. The innovation in development activities already became mixed in the 1990s and has shifted toward
manufacturers since. Manufacturers have also become the increasingly dominant party in idea formulation and diffusion as these
carriers have begun to compete against other vehicle types. In
this competition, manufacturers have also begun to recognize user
needs expressed in other heavy carriers. Adaptation in use remains
dominated by users also in heavier vehicles.
To sum up, the original domain of karakats has remained user
dominated across their evolution in all stages of innovation. Manufacturers have become increasingly dominant in new markets for
karakat-originated larger vehicles, which compete against other
cargo and passenger carriers and mostly within an institutional
clientele. Yet, no mass production has been successful in any of
the karakat-related markets to date.
9. Discussion: dispersed peer-innovation
The history of karakats provides evidence that a class of complex modern technology can emerge, proliferate widely, and be
retained without signiﬁcant manufacturer role in any innovation
stage. This has been the case in light “classic” karakats over the
period of half a century and running. Manufacturers have built
on the user innovations in producing heavier vehicles, opening
new markets and making further innovations there. This latter
development lends support for earlier studies on user and manufacturer roles in the evolution of new technology: users invent
functionally new types of technology, but as it matures manufacturers enter and take the leading role in innovation (Knight, 1963;
Riggs and von Hippel, 1994; Baldwin et al., 2006). This is important
addition to existing stock of knowledge on its own right. However, the “classic” karakat history is to us even more interesting:
it presents an innovation pattern, which has not been documented
before.

Let us examine this pattern, which we call dispersed peerinnovation. The idea of the karakat has diffused widely and found
its instantiations in considerable stock of vehicles. Their proliferation appears to have been rather unlike “Rogersian diffusion”
(Rogers, 1995) as redesigns, use and further iterations blend in most
sites resulting in differently adapted material vehicles and varying uses. The pattern differs from Fleck’s (Fleck, 1988; Williams
et al., 2005) “innofusion” and, for instance, open source software in that there is no one central actor or body of actors
that would integrate the local modiﬁcations in to an accumulating technological project. In other words, there has been no
orchestrated mechanism for embedding learning-by-using from a
range of users to a generic design (Rosenberg, 1979, 1982), but
the local adaptations have advanced as multiple design variations
nonetheless. This dynamic is thus more precisely dispersed peerinnofusion as it factually involves the blending of innovation and
diffusion.
Dispersed peer-innofusion may be a wasteful way if one presumes the target being an optimum design, or cumulation of
solutions and capability to a single line of design (Rosenberg, 1979;
Gardiner and Rothwell, 1985). But in terms of resulting in pieces of
technology that do their job and are locally tailorable, it has resulted
in gradual evolution of adequate vehicles for a wide range of speciﬁc contexts. Building only what is needed from what is available
and leaving the rest aside as unnecessary has also acted as a cost
reduction factor. By the lack of coordinated innofusion we do not
mean lack of all coordination; users exchanged through varying
interaction arenas even if they were not built for the purpose of
innovating.
Drawing insights from S&TS and user innovation research
helped outline a set of dynamics that appear to have fostered this
dispersed peer innovation and, at the same time, contributed to the
emergence and long duration of user dominance. These dynamics
discussed through the case history were as follows: high variation
in usage conditions combined with variation in preferred ways to
use and with high signiﬁcance of the technology to its users; asymmetric knowledge transfer with relatively easy transfer of needed
production knowledge among user-designers, and simultaneous
difﬁculty in passing the context embedded user domain knowledge
to manufacturing; ﬂuid character of technology and possibility of
bricolage type construction; interaction arenas sufﬁcient for passing ideas, principles, and solutions that were, however, suboptimal
for pooling of work on same designs; capability to maintain the
machines with same or higher proﬁciency than experts; and, relatively poor wealth in the primary market that inhibits users’ from
preferring more expensive technology even if it was of higher quality.
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These dynamics all favor dispersed peer innovation and have all
been historically present or extreme throughout the evolution of
karakats. Their combinatory effect (Rihoux and Ragin, 2009), offers
a plausible account for the “positive case”, the emergence and prolonged era of user dominance in this technology domain. These
dynamics are such that they equally inhibit manufacturers who
would wish to enter such a user initiated domain, i.e. offer plausible explanation for the “negative case” that is equally needed to
explain why the dispersed peer innovation has not been displaced
by other modes of innovation, production and consumption. Let us
discuss the negative case more explicitly.
The peer-innofusion and supporting dynamics in conditions,
knowledge transfer, and mode of construction all add to the design
costs a manufacturer would face (Baldwin and von Hippel, 2011).
High information stickiness and the variety of alternative, partly
‘ﬂuid’, designs due to dispersed peer innofusion would make it
costly for manufacturers to acquire the needed user domain knowledge to come up with a successful design. Similarly to ﬁndings from
other technologies previously (Riggs and von Hippel, 1994; Baldwin
et al., 2006) the ﬁrst karakat commercialization attempts came
from user manufacturers who had paid their design costs in designing for themselves. Second movers were researchers who paid part
of their design cost while working in a state institution. Outside
manufacturers have been tertiary movers, and have all relied on
a strategy of building on an earlier design such as incorporating
the one production unit karakat tire. To date, none of these strategies have yielded any widespread products in the classic karakat
segment.
The high need and solution variation resulting from dispersed
peer-innofusion have rendered a simple copying strategy less useful in the karakat domain than in domains where large numbers
of users strive for the most competitive design, such as in sports
(Baldwin et al., 2006). The successful copying of a superior design
presumes that some of the designs are such that they cater sufﬁciently for the large part of variations in user preferences, and,
that such superior design provides superior added value comparable to other offerings available to users. Alternatively, the variation
could be met through modular design offerings where each user
would buy just those features they prefer. Given that for karakats
commercial reconﬁguration kits have been introduced and vehicle variations are standardly offered, the problem of need variation
has not escaped the eyes of the commercial actors. Yet, it has not to
date led to displacement of self-design and self-building. The need
variation problem has been better solved in larger passenger carriers that feature institutional purchasers who do not self-design and
who compare the commercial karakats to other means of transport
rather than to self-design.
Maintenance and warranty costs pose further complication for
manufacturers. A key difference between commercial and self-built
machine is that the seller can be held liable for the goods it sells.
This cost is formidable for products used in wide range of remote
areas. If it was not for the user complemented market through the
culture of karakat self-repair, the institutional markets for karakats
may too have remained unproﬁtable. At the same time, the value of
an “industrial vehicle” to former DIY builders remains less because
they have to do DIY maintenance in any case (Raasch and von
Hippel, 2012).
Selling against poverty and user contested market would be the
issue, which Baldwin et al. (2006) modeling would isolate as the
key explanatory factor. To price-wise displace the current “classical karakat” self-building segment, the relative drop in the unit
production price would need to be around 300% of the current
“industrial manufacture” production. Given the high variation in
the extant vehicle stock, the market for any one type in the “classical karakat” can be as small as 30 000 vehicles in Russia, unlikely
to be large enough for recouping the costs from high intensity

manufacturing.8 If commercial karakats could be exported successfully, the global demand in swampy and cold terrains could render
the market large enough for the required cost reduction. To date,
the attempts at low capital intensity manufacturing in the classical
karakat domain have not resulted in competitive products, neither
has any attempt to introduce this technology beyond the former
Soviet Union emerged.
We thus argue that the combined effect of dispersed peer innovation and the contributing dynamics also provides a plausible
explanation for the “negative case” of the lack of successful manufacturer entry. It is an open possibility that, for instance, the
production price relative to customer willingness to pay and market
size could alone determine that manufacturing efforts will fail, but
with data that is obtainable for karakat markets and manufacturing
this remains impossible to test. More importantly, as the dynamics
that contribute to users’ capabilities to innovate are not reducible to
economic factors, it also makes sense to treat these other required
contributing dynamics as a combinatory explanatory basis for the
negative case.
In sum, we argue that the extended user dominated era ﬁnds
a plausible explanation from a combination of dynamics known
earlier by S&TS and user innovation research, given they coalesce
to the pattern of dispersed peer innovation.
There are some possible counterarguments to our analysis. The
prolonged user dominance in karakats could be explained by lack
of entrepreneurial possibilities, ﬁnance, and commercialization
averse attitudes in Soviet and post-Soviet Russia (Graham, 2013).
However, given that there have been two waves of attempts at
commercializing karakats, the Russian innovation failure argument
does not appear to ﬁt. Other counterarguments could be that closure and stabilization of karakats (Bijker, 1995), or the emergence of
a dominant design (Abernathy and Utterback, 1978) may yet occur
– some vehicle types have had long eras of ferment (Bijker, 1995;
Hoogma et al., 2002). While this is an empirical future possibility,
our primary contribution continues to hold: the distributed peer
innovation and diffusion remains an alternative pattern by which a
extended evolution of complex modern technology can take place;
peers do not necessarily need to fully pool their resources, and manufacturers cannot necessarily take over such a market any time
soon after the aggregated demand becomes visible. Taken at higher
conceptual level, this means that due attention should also be paid
to forms of user innovation that fall between individual and fully
collectively pooled peer efforts. In the identiﬁcation and characterization of such forms, the complementarities offered by different in
analytical foci, research strategies, and explanation types in S&TS
and innovation studies appear useful.
10. Management and policy implications
The key management and policy implications from the case
analysis appear threefold. First, the case questions the assumption
that no viable complex design or innovation can be achieved
without tight coordination. Dispersed peer innovation can – the
karakat as a proof of existence – result in a widespread new class
of technology and do so without either producer coordination or
“collective innovation”, i.e. working on a joint project, as in open
source projects (Baldwin and von Hippel, 2011). Furthermore, the
designs so accrued can be such that manufacturers cannot easily
outcompete them, but instead beneﬁt from building on them so
as to expand to nearby markets as well as through relying on

8
Lack of reliable information on the unit costs reductions in producing special
built motor vehicles in Russia as well as the high uncertainties regarding the size
of potential markets in remote Russia pre-empt anything but wildly speculative
calculation, from which we thus refrain.
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complements that competent users offer to their equipment. This
lends support to protecting citizen rights to innovate for their
own needs (Benkler, 2006; Torrance and von Hippel, 2013). The
peer innofusion also adds to the critique of “straight transfer”
diffusion by showing that piecemeal and adapted diffusion can be
a beneﬁcial pattern, not just a detrimental one that compromises
the quality of the diffusing innovation.
For innovation management the karakat case ﬂags alternative
strategies. In domains such as the karakat, rather than battling
DIY, some made to order small manufacturers could work out
kits from which users could self-assemble their technology. Even
when distances limit effective personal services, design platforms
for effective karakat-building would aide their construction and
ease users’ part choice – and potentially guide them to orders of
more demanding parts via the Internet or from associated hardware stores. Further research on distributed innovation in physical
products is in order, particularly with regard to examining how distributed peer innofusion could be supported and how digital design
possibilities could further aide such design of physical products.
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